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Scientific Objectives:

1. Study of interface's stability in Oil Recovery Process
2. Control of the eigenvalues of a particular Strum-Liouville problem.
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Research Activity:
The "secondarrecovery" is the processin which a secondimmiscible fluid (usual water) is
injectedin the medium,pushingout the oil from a porousmedium.A first approximationfor the
porousmediumis theHele-Shawmodel,wherean interfacesexistesbeteweenthetwo fluids. If (as
usual)thesecondfluid is lessviscous,the interfaceis unstable(resultgivenby SaffmanandTaylor
in 1958).An intermediateregioni.r., containinga polymersurfactant,canbe consideredbetween
waterandoil. Theviscosityin i.r. is a parameter,usedto improvethestability, comparedwith the
Saffman- Taylor case.Thelinear stability of interfacesis describedby a Sturm-Liuovilleproblem,
whose eigenvalues are the growth constant of perturbations.

� In [1] is proved the convergencefor a methodusedto obtain an exponentialoptimal
profile in i.r., given by Carassoand Pasain 1998. In [2] a "very slow" exponential
viscosity profile in i.r. is obtained.The growth constantis given by a new formula,
improving the result of Saffman and Taylor.

� In [5] an exactmethodis usedto obtain a linear optimal viscosity profile in i.r.. This
profile needsless amount of polymer in i.r. for obtaining the sameimprovementof
stability, compared with exponential profile.

� In [3] and[4] th interfacestability is studiedin thecaseof thesaturation model,which is
a more realistic descriptionof a porousmedium.The growth constantare obtainedas
function of wavenumber, according with some previous result.  
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